Quantitative Proteomics Data in the Public Domain: Challenges and Opportunities.
Mass spectrometry based proteomics is no longer only a qualitative discipline, and can be successfully employed to obtain a truly multidimensional view of the proteome. In particular, systematic protein expression profiling is now a routine part of many studies in the field and beyond. The large growth in the number of quantitative studies is accompanied by a trend to share publicly the associated analysis results and the underlying raw data. This trend, established and strongly supported by public repositories such as the PRIDE database at the European Bioinformatics Institute, opens up enormous possibilities to explore the data beyond the original publications, for instance by reusing, reanalyzing, and performing different flavors of meta-analysis studies. To help researchers and scientists realize about this potential, here we describe the mainstream public proteomics resources containing quantitative proteomics data, including the processed analysis results and/or the underlying raw data. We then present and discuss the most important points to consider when attempting to (re)use proteomics data in the public domain. We conclude by highlighting potential pitfalls of (re)using quantitative data and discuss some of our own experiences in this context.